dent members, faculty and administrators.
The proposal would create a Thresher board of directors to oversee editorial policy, The board would consist of four elected student representatives, one SA represental ive, the Thresher editor in chief, a fornler editor in chief, the business manager of the Thresher, a local journal i-Kl, a member of the Rice Board of Governors, the Assistant Director for Media and Student Life (ex officio) and a lawyer (ex officio)
The newspaper would no longer be organized under the SA, but students would still fund one-fifth of the paper's budget through the blanket tax. in return for these funds, the Thresher would be contractually obligated to the SA to provide papers on a weekly basis.
Ad hoc commitee member and Thresher Editor in Chief Joel Hardi expressed satisfaction with the current relationship which he said "has provided the Thresher with com pleteeditorial freedom from the university and the SA Senate for its 82-year history " "The students are best served by a paper that is left free to report Set Computer science majors will have the option of receiving a bachelor of science degree start ing next year. Faculty approved tlie professional degree proposal, proposed by Computer Science Department head Moshe Vardi,. Feb. 3.
The change was implemented now because most computer science majors choose to enter private business rather than graduate school and because knowledge in the field has grown in depth.
The new B.S. program will not ^differ much from the currently of fei'ed bachelor of arts degree. To receive a B,A.,undergraduates must complete the core, breadth and elective portions of the curriculum, a total of 60 to 62 semester hours. The new B.S. program, however, will consist of an additional "depth component," Vardi said.
The requirement consists of four or five additional computer science courses which will allow undergraduates to further specialize their degrees. Adding more courses will also bring the major up to 83 to 85 semester hours. Students will be able to design their own areas of specialization, with departmental approval.
According to Vardi's proposal, the current B A. offered by the com {Miter science department reflects the traditional goal of computer science departments, which is to produce qualified academic professionals through graduate study. In recent years, however, I he emergence ol software as a dominating component in the computer industry has led many students to opt for a career in the industry. "The B.S, will give students a rigorous preparation for long careers in the dynamic information technology industry. It will focus on the underlying intellectual principles that will serve them tor manv vears," Vardi said Also, students who elect to pursue graduate study need a deeper undergraduate background to compete with students coining troth strong undergraduate compute] sci ence programs.
The current undergraduate requirements for a B.A. in computer science are not "rigorous enough to prepare students for a lifelong career," Vardi explained.
Along with the new B.S . the I-V will still be an option for students. 'The bachelor of arts degree will still-be offered for thp.se students who want to double major in another discipline, or who want to go Sec COMPUTER. iWft.
Ui'Ji by Maya Balakrishnan

IHKI-SIIKR FDfTOWAI SI Al l
Willy's Pub may soon go fhe way of residential college dining rooms, Sammy's and the Coffeehouse by adding a card reader, A committee proposed a pilot program Wednesday and will vote on the issue next week. After mid-term break, students will be able to buy food on their student ID cards at the Pub. The new privilege comes after two years of proposals and discussion. * * Former Pub Manager Kenny Yates (Brown '97) first suggested a cardreatler for the Pub ifi
The plan states that "tjje corporation will explicitly recognize that Rice students employed" by the corporation are individually bound by the Rice Code of Student Conduct," which seems to say two tilings at once. ()n page H, "day-to-day operations of the paper will be controlled by the Editor(s)-in-Chief," but, on page 21, "the President [of the board of directors] shall in general supervise and control the day-to-day operations of the corporation under the direction of the Board of Directors."
Details such as these need to be cleared up. The students, and theSA Senate, deserve to vote on a conc rete plan. They cannot vote on constitutional changes that make reference'to a corporation that doesn't exist, and no one should ask them to sign a contract before it is written.
Any arrangement similar to that proposed by the ad hoc committee will require that the Thresher draft articles of incorporation and negotiate contracts with both the university and the student body. Only then can the SA Senate make an informedphoice, and, in the interim, the full range of student voices can be heard. The Senate might now, if it feels strongly enough that the Thresher should incorporate itself separate from the university, pass a resolution supporting such a move in principle, and reserve judgment on constitutional changes until legal documents and contracts are complete, or nearly so.
• If the current 82-year arrangement is to be rewritten, permit the Thresher a word on its own behalf. While campus newspapers across the country feud with student government leaders, here at Rice clearer heads prevail; the Thresher has always enjoyed complete editorial freedom. That must not change -let language about the paper's content be left out of all contracts and incorporation documents. The 1 !,S. Sena^' knows that leaving the Washington Post and New York Times alone is best for the country. The SA Senate, and the university administration, should continue to have the courage and the principle not to meddle with the Thresher.
It's in their best interest as well, since freedom from legal liability comes only when no appearance of editorial control remains. For everyone's good, editorial separation must be total.
But whether that separation is best gained by incorporating the Thresher is a questioni+taflnust be answered by the students; not the Thresher editor or SA Senate,'find certainly not Student Affairs., With the general elections and spring elections approaching, we ask: why not have a student referendum? 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Green space and new can coexist
To the editor:
• While tossing a football around with some friends last week in the Acabowl (the east Wiess College courtyard), I was suddenly taken by the expanse of green space that we have on this campus. ()ther urban schools, for instance New York University, do not have the lush, green playing fields that we Rice students seem to take for granted.. ' Our complacency has to stop. Those fields are precious and, unless we act to preserve them, they will vanish. You may think that 1 am being overly dramatic -even moronic-and wonderwhat isgoingto happen to those fields that will be so terrible.
Let's look at the university's strategic plan for a moment. It calls for the building of a new sports and conference center complex on campus and the building of two new residential colleges.
It does not say that Autry Court will be torn down and rebuilt; rather, that there will be an entirely new building.
We all know the arguments: Land is expensive, Rice is a small campus, there's nowhere else we can build.
1 arn not denigrating these arguments, 1 am simply asking that we look carefully at what building on our athletic fields is going to do to the culture of the college system, and. on a greater level, to the university.
Our college system is strong. Why? We eat together, we study together and we play games together: powderpuff, freshman foot-, ball. Beer-Bike and even pick-up games of Frisbee.
. Our fields are at the crux of the college system, College pride, selfesteem and good health are bred in those green expanses. We don't need more buildings to encourage sports at our school; we need more green space. ' Professor of Sociology Stephen Klineberg said in his recent lecture to the University 309 class, that the three E's of our day are the ecdnomy, ethnic diversity and the environment. Preservation of our environment shpuld be at the top of our strategic plans.
Keeping an athletic field from becoming a parking lot does not earn ypu an^prizes in this worhk 1 q|pm sayfng that it should.
Think about the college system. Then imagine it without the athletic fields. Reminds you of the schools yon chose Rice over.
doesn't it?
All I ask is that you think about whether you. as students, faculty, staff and administrators, as citizens of the Rice community, want to live, work and study in an environment that does not put saving green space on its list of priorities.
Yes, we need new colleges. Yes, we need better athletic facilities. But can't we also work to find alternative solutions to attain those things while preserving our precious fields? v Think about it the next time you are playing Frisbee with your friends.
•
Lizzie Taishoff freshnffin
Organ donation column was inaccurate
• I'd like to respond to Anne KimboPs column in the Jan. 23 issue of the Thresher and offer some insight on mandatory organ donation. Although Kirnboi's heart seems to be in the right place, the foundation of her argument is quite irrelevant. KimboPs motivation for recommending a radical policy implementation is thaCwe |Americans) are a lazy bunch."' Due to our inherent laziness, Kiinbol suggests, Americans will not take time at the Department of Motor Vehicles to declare themselves organ donors on their driver's licenses.
People need to understand that a bill passed last summer discontinued the practice of declaring organ donor status on driver's licenses in Texas, effective Jan. 1, With that out in the open, the remainder of KimboPs article is baseless and quite humorous.
If Kimbol had even minimally researched organ donation education and consent practices, she would realize that "the haphazard system we have now" is actually a very careful and thorough process carried out by extremely welleducated folks in this particular field.
The egregious statement that "doctors will pronounce you dead * earlier than they might otherwise in order to take your, organs" is abso-t, • lately ridiculous for fact that organs are not procure^! from deceased individuals. . The donor must be on a life support machine and must be declared brain dead -a determination that is made through strict testing, t F™ If brain defUh is deelared, the family is educated about and offered the option of organ donation. If, after careful consideration, the family expresses interest, the actual organ placement and recovering process is commenced.
1 should hope that I was .not the only one offended, not only by the assertions made about American values, but also by the overall tone of the column.
1 do not think that humor has a place in a column on matter as serious as mandated organ donation.
I sincerely hope that the readers of KimboPs column take it upon themselves to research this topic, for the decision to become an organ donor is an important one that each of us must consider and discuss with our loved ones.
Noah Rater <• Jones junior
CONTACTING THE THRESHER
Letters m Letters to the editor should be sent to the Thresher by mail, fax, e-rmtil to thresher@rice.edu or be delivered in person. We prefer that letters be submitted on disk or by e-mail, letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to a Friday publication date.
• All letters must be signed and include a phone number. Rice students and alumni must include their college and year. We will withold names upon request.
• Letters should be no longer than 500 words in length The Thresher reserves the right to edit letters for both content and length.
News Tips
• Tips for possible news stories should be phoned in to the Thresher at (713) 527-4801. elections -the icon of Rice student i»nt -are only one week f're a symbol of student self-determination, one. which administrators and politicos alike refer to with pride in countless matriculation addresses, admissions brochures and /free News articles.
Subscribing
The administrators and politicos are right -sort of. Empowered students are wonderful. But a better symbol of empower ment may be what happened at Sid Richardson College this past weekend. Two Sid people were walking up the front steps when they were greeted by a large mass of water. All of a sudden they, along with the paperwork they were carrying, were wet. And mad Douching -dumping water on people -is one of those Rice traditions that falls somewhere near the fine line that separates fun from incivility. Such activities are always suspect. At most universities, administrators "might have stepped in, closed balconies and made rules. In this case, the students took oare of it. The transgressor made amends, and a flurry of student e-mails to all of Sid re-established the ground rules that have allowed this activity to become a long-standing tradition. Only free-flowing water is allowed. Nice clothes and uncovered books are off-limits.
The exact origin of those rules is now forgotten, but they come from students, with minimal intervention from the administration or college masters. That's the way it ought to be. The Rice student body is mature enough to take care of things on its own.
One of the best things about this campus is --and. has long beenvariety and quality of student Ik-life. Organizations ranging campus theater to KTRU, Christof i-Arts to club sports and. of because students care enough to make them work.
It is nearly impossible to overestimate the abil ity of Rice students to do something when they put their minds to it. Campus theater, for example, is produced on the thinnest of budgets by students ---who are busy enough without spending three hours rehearsing every night. But this spring, five colleges are putting on shows, and, if history is any guide, they will all be quite good. And the Lunar New Year Festival, just a few years old and put on by a group of student organizations which had never before done anything nearly as big, keeps getting better.
In contrast, the events that fail are thosffthat seem to presume that Rite students are, at best, like college students elsewhere or, at worst, stupid. Alcohol Awareness Week, for exampte, is a joke. Yes, there is a drinking problem on this campus. But that's not because Rice students don't know that drinking can make you do stupid things and feel really crappy the next morning. They just don't care. Serving free Cokes at Willy's Pub won't help. People are not going to sit up andjiay. " Wow, 1 can drink non-alcoholic beverages when I'm thirsty. I never realized that before. I'm changed!"
The same goes for Orientation Week. When I matriculated, the idea seemed to be that, if you got into Rice, you were smart enough to take care of yourself. O-Week's point was to get you so exhausted that you forgot to be homesick, and to make you feel at home. Now. it's more and more like a protracted lecture on what mistakes not to make, interspersed with the kind of activities normally found at summer camp Or how about those inane come dians in the Student Center? or the RFC Crush Party? They were based on the idea that Rice students need help to have fun Maybe that's why nobody showed up for them. Why does the idea persist that the student body can't take care of itself?
Consider the student activities blanket tax that will be on the ballot -again. It's a great idea -a little money'can go a long way, and $8 a' person really isn't that much. What bothers me is how the money will be distributed. The seven-person committee responsible consists of three administrators and four students. 1 have nothing against the administrators in question, but why do we need them there? Students are perfectly capable of figuring out how their money ought to be spent. Were I eligible to vote, I'd vote against the tax, just for that reason.
Another worrisome issue: Apparently the masters, college presidents and a few carefully chosen studentsmet in closed session to discuss, among other things, the l>ovett College cheer. Now. 1 agree that the cheer ischildish, crude and just.plain stupid. But it seems to me that it's an issue for the students of Lovett to deal with.
Over and over, the Rice student body proves that it is capable of leading itself. And yet, it seems that administrators -and even student leaders -at times underestimate the students. If only they would listen to their own rhetoric.
Christof Spieler (Sid '97) is design consultant and a graduate student in Civil Engineering.
m thing about numbers is that they are pretty numbing. I started out with a clear idea of drowning you in numerals, zeroes, commas and statistics in unparalleled combinations.
Increased incidences of malaria and typhoid weee to be followed up by mentions of nowcommon exotica such as leishmaniasis and kwashiorkor, with skyrocketing infant morbidity and mortality rates as the coup de grace. But really, such overkill is unnecessary.
1 could mention various violated legal codes. The Geneva Convention, the U.N. Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and even U.S. Title 18 2331, define the sanctions against Iraq as international terrorism. Yet, somehow, all that legalese lacks punch. The reader stands not provoked but merely surprised that anyone actually holds on to the naive and out moded belief that international treaties carry weight -a good point.
The real problem, I fear, is that I cannot be sufficiently vague to satisfy the tastes of my audience. Where are symbols 1 can point to, the swarthy mustachioed men who I can mark asevil. Socks and underwear -two kinds of clothing that really need to be washed after each wearing. You would think (or at least 1 did) that this is one thing everyone could agree on. We'd both be wrong. The issue is boxers. Some men believe that they can be worn more than once without being washedi Some people 1 talked to even went so far as to make rules on this subject. My favorite--it's sick but rather amusing -came from columnist Michael Tuckman, who said, "Not consecutive days -that's nasty," and then went on to explain why, with a few days in between, if the boxers were lying someplace convenient, it was all good. Others seemed to feel that boxers don't really touch anything, so they don't need to be cleaned after each wearing. Yeah, right -get over it .
Anne Kimbol
Future generations would be saved from that sick feeling of wondering whether the man next to them is having a repeat day.
IxM me just say, ick. 1 can't think of a more appropriate word no matter how hard I try. Jill, my-friend and assistant, asked almost every guy we saw for his take on tljeJjoxer issue',. J rtiusf say that the insults surprised me. Boxers are underwear. Therefore, they fall into that category of laundry about which there should be no question. Jeans can clearly be worn more than once.
M-ost other articles of clothing fall into a gray range, depending on when and how they were worn. Socks and underwear, though, are not in this flexible category, or at least shouldn't be. For the life of me, I can't figure out why this is so difficult for guys to grasp. My first thought was that it was simply laziness -lack of interest in doing more laundry -but that didn't turn out to be the case. We found men who followed the "more than once" philosophy even when other people -typically mothers -were doing their laundry.
And laundry just isn't that hard. You take it to a machine, put in determent and let it roll. Thirty minutes later, put it in the dryer -add fabric softener if desired -and an hour later you've got clean laundry. It's pretty easy, and boxers don't take up much room in the machine, so it's not even a conservation issue.
The other question that this highly disturbing informal poll brings up is where the rewearing boxers idea comes from. Someone must be teaching these guys that it's OK to put boxers in the gray area of cleanliness. As a laundry habit, it's just wrong, but it must come from somewhere.
Maybe if we could uncover that source, launrtoy-concerned citizens could put an end to this oh-so-unpleasant practice. Future generations would be saved from that sick feeling of wondering whether the man next to them is having a repeat day. Ending that would certainly uyj be a loss.
It all boils down to laundry categories, and the more I think about this issue, the more I come back to my first thought -socks and un derwear must be washed. Every time. 1 suppose what needs to be conveyed cannot leech through newsprint, through your skin and into your nervous system I lie smells, sights and sounds of starvation, illness, raw sewage, hollow-eyed children, empty medicine cabinets and shallow breathing will not make the leap.
Anne
We are glad of such distance from suffering, but we all sutler for its absence. Albert Camus elu cidated this tension skillfully when he wrote in The Fall "You see, I've heard of a man whose friend had been imprisoned and who slept on the llworof his room every night in order not to enjoy a comfort of which Ins friend had J>een deprived. Who. eher monsieur, will sleep on the floor for us? Whether I am capable. of it myself? Look, I'd like to be and I shall be. Yes. we shall all be capable of it one day. and that will be salvation."
We appear no closer lo realizing that goal today than we were ill Camus' day. This remains true despite the ease with which < ili zens today can convey l heir opinions to their elected officials. Willi an e-mail, a letter, a phone call or a lax, an individual can reach out and spend a little of that inexhaustible supply ol opinion which marketers and politicians crave.
As our tastes, desires and views grow in importance compared to our productive value to society, new pirate ships appear on the horizon to enslave our minds h ue. pollsters make poli- The final "Notice and Disclaimer" is really pathetic -in its small font, it makes the claim that the card "is not intended to aid drunk drivers in evading punishment." Yeah, right. Usually when an ad says that it's not intended to do something, you can be sure that that's its exact purpose,
Brian Stoler is opinion editor and a Hanszen Colfege freshman.
1 DO NOT CONSENT to a breathteit, unim (1) the umpk of breath I give is preserved to that it can be analysed by a neutral testing facility, and ( 
U.N. sanctions hurt Iraq
NUMBERS, from Pa^Ki cies. a fact bemoaned by many. Yet, as our society grows more purely democratic, there will be rises in chances for individuals to be heard.
Among these voices. I recommend Kathy Kelly-, an organizer of the relief group Voices in the Wilderness, who will appear Monday, Feb, 9, at K p.m., in Kelley Lounge. Although her efforts in the United States and abroad on behalf of the civilians of Iraq are reason enough to see her speak, Kelly's credentials extend beyond that cause.
She has been active irt the Catholic Workers movement and in the anti-war cause. She once served a year in federal prison for her beliefs. For over a year, she has been indispensable in the Voices campaign to take food and medicine to Iraq, while she has also worked to raise aware ness of the grave injustices visited by U.S. and U.N. sanctions on Iraq. Thanks to Kelly and other groups dedicated to the Iraqi children's cause, I am aware as never before of one fact: The true weapons of mass destruction in Iraq are the U.N. sanctions.
Massoudjavadi
(H'Vcs.s' '97) isa Class HI graduate student.
CAMP SPIKE nm/E
Calling All Caring Souls!
The Epilepsy Association of Houston/Gulf Coast would like to invite all college students to apply for a position as a volunteer camp counselor for Camp Spike 'n' Wave, a week-long residential camp for children ages 8-14 with epilepsy. Camp will be held June 7-13, 1998 at Camp for AH in Burton, Texas.
Counselors must be 16-24 years of age and have a desire to work with children. No experience required. University is one of nation's best schools for a number of reasons. We have extremely high academic stanh, some of our fine country's greatest scholars and the Rial-ads soccer club, to name a few.
Yet in our fantasy world of logarithms, matrices, vectors, social stratification, Keynesian theory and physical chemistry, we overlook the factor which perhaps best demonstrates an individual's level of education: the use of proper English.
Proper English at Rice among both undergraduates and professors is becoming scarcer than Brown College's chances of remaining wet. Any grammar police officer can attest to multiple daily .infractions of the English language. Among them are the pluralization of the word "anyway," rampant misspellings, improper distinctions between "amount" and "number" and the doozy of them all -ending sentences with prepositions,
The bottom line, is that until such butchering of the English language ceases, we will only seem as intelligent as we sound. Such a surface-level self-image may seem trivial, but for a school which is constantly trying to move up (or stop moving down) in the U.S. News and World Report rankings and which is unable to shake the chip, off its shoulder for not being in the Ivv League, an improvement in our grammar may be exactly what we need.
But what can we do? For most of us, mastery of English took a back seat to the general acquisition of knowledge. Whereas spelling ami grammar used to be part
Michael Tuckman
of our report card, now processors assume we know them automatically. But we all know what happens when you assume-you
•make an ass out of u and me. To my knowledge, there is ortly one professor outside of the English Department who makes an effort to grade grammar as well ascontent, not for a grade but for the good of the students. This professor's first language is not even English-it's Persian. Yet Hamid Naficy from the Art and Art History Department understands that, in order to write an academic paper, you at least have to appear academic. It's that simple.
A friend of mine once told me about a bad experience she had while visiting Harvard. Though she was just as qualified as other prospective students there, she felt as though people treated her as if she were inferior. Talking like a country bumpkin couldn't have helped her cause.
Throughout American history our greatest scholars have been eloquent speakers and lucid writers, who were raised in eras when correct English usage determined one's level of education. Why things have changed, 1 cart 2 -not say.
Professors and students: Thepath to proper English is easy to follow. Follow it, not for what others may think of you, but for what you owe to yourself. After all those years of rigorous study, every aspect of your life should reflect your intelligence. First and foremost should be the manner in which yot>speak.
Michael Turkman is a Lovctt College settlor.
Pay attention to prevent avoidable prejudice None of IIS knew what to expect when we took our seats at the cultural diversity workshop during Orientation Week. 1 imagined a dry lecture on why we shouldn't be racists. I couldn't have been more wrong. A group of students stood up and gave a presentation that made me so uncomfortable that I squirmed in my seat. They rattled off a string of racial, ethnic and gender stereotypes as if they were fact.
What hit me hardest was that most of these stereotypes weren't terribly inflammatory. I recalled hearing some of them in ordinary conversation. 1 even recognized some of the stereotypes as things I might think about someone upon meeting him, before common sense and reason prevailed. But in the context of the workshop, the stereotypes became obviously false and hurtful.
I always thought I was too smart,
Jennifer Frazer
too informed and too reasonable to be prejudiced. Looking back, 1 think the problem was that 1 was too lazy, 1 scoffed at the amount of time and at tent ion required to form genuine opinions of people and instead fell back on generalizations. 1 can think of specific instances where my inat tentiveness caused problems, In the weeks before my high school graduation, a common question around school was, "Where are you going next year?" It was polite. It expressed interest in the person's'future. You weren't even required to remember what the answer was, because no one could keep it all straight. Yet 1 was mortified when, once or-twiee, the person 1 was talking to would look down, shift her feet and reply quietly, "I'm going to try to find a job."
In my mind, 1 stereotyped my fellow students as college-bound.
Going to college w;is what you did when you graduated. It never occurred to me that that was not always the case. This minor generalisation about a peer soured the conversation. My inattention caused us both unnecessary embarrassment.
This small example of everyday generalization is not as serious as the slurs I heard during the workshop, but the premise is the same. Otherwise intelligent people may know what stereotypes are, and why they are wrong, but may not always take the time to examine their own behavior. Now, 1 don't suggest that every-' one become a model ot political correctness; Face it. nowadays, everything we say will insult someone out there. We just need to tie aware of the effect of our own words. Attention won't solve all the problems of prejudice, but il sure ^ a good start 
Police arrested a Southwest Texas State University student who smoked a marijuana cigarette on campus to protest the university's zero tolerance policy. The student faces possible expulsion from school.
Police said Brian Anderson read a brief statement and smoked the marijuana cigarette as about 100 students and police officers watched. Officers took the cigarette and confirmed that it was marijuana.
Anderson was arrested and charged with a Class B misdemeanor.
"Zero tolerance is intolerance, and intolerance is based on ignorance," Anderson said. "Is every single student who smokes mari juana such a danger to the sanctity of the educational institution that [he] between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. during March and April. At the end of the year, the committee will look at the Pub's sales and assess the effect On the college system. Schmella said, "This is a nice compromise."
With the card reader, the Pub would be Charged an obligatory 3.7 percent transaction fee. Additionally, because of theexpected rise in sales, the university would charge the Pub higher distribut ive fees, basic utility and lease fees than all businesses, including Sammy's and the Campus Store, pay.
Many felt that the committee's les found that students are increasingly more interested in the pursuit of money. Almost three-quarters of respondents to the poll deemed being "very well-off financially" a vital goal, while only 41 percent considered developing a "meaningful philosophy of life" to be essential. Thirty years ago the numbers were reversed. Only 40.8 percent of freshmen in 1968 picked being well-to-do as important, while 82.5percent selected the philosophical option.
' liie academics who conducted the survey said the data indicate that students today are less idealistic and more consumer-oriented than their predecessors in the 1960s. President of the University of Michigan Lee Bollinger disagreed with that interpretation.
"I have come to the conclusion that this is a quieter and softer generation of students, but one no less dedicated toward their education and public affairs," he said. Jan. 27 NorvRice subject remitted check from a closed account to pay for outstanding citations and boot fee.
Jan. 29--Student hospitalized after striking his head and falling down the stairwell. Student was attempting to jump from fourth floor stairwell landing to third floor landing.
Jan. 31 Homeless subject arrested for criminal trespass {same as above. Jan. 27). Subject was seen defecating in the hedges. 
Ml
Police will use radar to monitor speed limits *2.1.
• yjll|Pfl Rice University Police Department wi! to enforce nextw^ek* Tom Bickers
To determine the extent of speeding. KUPl) used a computer system that lies flat on the ground to monitor excessive speeding oh campus. In one 24-hour priori, the monitor ing system recorded that2Hof l,0Q0 cars exceeded 50. mph when enter ing or leaving campus at entrance 12. Bickers suspects that many of these violators are non-Rice drivers cutting through the stadium lot. Recetil legislation gave the KUPI) the authority to issue municipal citations to speeders not part of the Rice community Although the KUPI) plans to target speeders in the stadium lot, the radar gun will also he used on the inner loop to enforce the 15 mph speed limit. "It's not to say that we wouldn't use the radar gun on the inner loop, but iliere is not a problem that causes us as great a concern on the loop. the loop prevent Bickers wwd. iconcern of speeding on ; a good idea 1o i who cut across the are walking and ?, and it's danger-, r . t College sophomore Jeff Munoz said. "But for the rest of campus, 1 don't think a rad&r gun is : Bickers hopes the sight of an officer pointing a radar gun at traffic, along with warnings, will discourage drivers who are stretching the 15 mph limit.
"We don't want to hlindside the students, We want to get the inhumation out so t hat everyone will have advance warning about the radar guh," Bickers said. 
Kathy Kelly to speak at Amnesty Int'l event
SA encourages profs to offer evolutions
The Student Association will encourage professors to hand out midsemester course evaluations this spring and to discuss the results of the evaluations during class. The SA recommends that students fill out evaluations early in the semes ter, in either the fourth, fifth or sixth week of classes, so that professors will have the rest of the semester to respond to students' suggestions.
"Mid-semester evaluations provide an easy way to instigate a dialogue between students and professors," SA Internal Vice President and Hanszen College sophomore Anne Countiss said. "These evaluations also allow students and faculty to think critically about the importance of quality teaching, Countiss explained that course evaluations at the end of the semester help students who take the course in the future, mid-course evaluations work for current students.
_ Mid-course evaluations debuted last spring, with 45 courses participating. Uist Semester, 50 courses participated. Countiss said, "This semester, the provost's office and the SA are trying to inform both students and faculty that voluntary, midsemester evaluations exist. The SA is encouraging students to ask their professors to participate."
Rice hosts community service event Rice will host the Inaugural Southern Regional Conference on Student Community Service Feb. (> 8. Rice students in cooperation with students from Texas A&M University are coordinating the event, although the Community Involvement Center is the major organizer. The Rice Student Volunteer Program gave the most financial support for the event.
Approximately 150 students from universities around Texas and others from as far as Louisiana and New Jersey will attend. Thirty Rice students will attend -including all of the RSVP officers and other students interested in volunteer activities,'
Chair of the Hunger and Homelessness Committee of RSVP and Will Rice College sophomore Andrea Hinckson said the conference will consist of service-related activities and workshops geared towards implementing new community service projects on campuses in this region. "Workshops will address a range of information including how to start a hunger banquet and how to coordinate an alternative spring break," Hinckson said.
Director of Urban Programs at Save the Children U.S. La-Verna Fountain will speak at the opening ceremonies of the conference on Friday. On Saturday, the Opportunities Fair will be held in the Grand Hall from 2-6 p.m. and will be open to everyone interested in learning more about non-profit service organizations including Americorps, City Year San Antonio and Junior Achievement.
•Hinckson said volunteerism is relatively low in the Houston area. "The significance of having a conference specifically for this region is to lay a foundation for the promotion of community service and social activism in the South," she said.
Future of 'Thresher' raises difficult questions
TIIRESHKK. from Page 1 without external bias or pressure, especially by student government and administration, no matter which way the Thresher is constituted," he
The administation is afraid. And I think they have a right to be.'
-Angelique Siy Sid Richardson College junior
Committee member and former Thresher Fditor in Chief Marty Beard said, "The ad hoc committee's great est achievement is that, despite our different interpretations of our charge, and despite our different opinions on how the Thresher might best serve the Rice community, we managed to reach a compromise."
Hardi felt differently. "No one should infer just from the,fact that I was on the committee that I support the plan. We never voted or signed anything."
He pointed to the strict silence agreed upon by the committee, adding that neither the students of Rice University nor the Thresher itself wanted the committee or had anything to do with its charge.
"The university wanted to make a clear legal separation from the Thresher -the whole result seemed pre-ordained from the beginning," he said.
At the same time, Hardi believed legal ties between the Thresher, SA and university should be removed to reflect the Threshers editorial freedom.
Heard said this plan does not completely separate the Thresher from the university.
However, she fears t hat many students will be convinced that the university applied pressure to iron out an agreement to absolve the university of legal liability.
Shorter said, "Beforehand, problems existed, but this new Board guarantees that the Thresher will be held accountable to the students, and provide us with a real voice in the!Thresher. After all, if the Thresher is run by the students, for the students, it should answer to the students."
Hardi suggested the SA set up an all-student committee to look at the plan or that a referendum on the issue be added to the general elections. "Any decision to separate from the university should be the students' decision," he said.
"Shorter introduced the committee's proposal to the SA Senate at-its Monday meeting with the intention of bringing a vote at next week's meeting.
Such a vote was delayed indefinitely, however, because the pro- Hardi disagrees with the administration's apparent desire to hurry to vote on the proposal.
"Students deserve to vote on a clear, coherent plan that doesn't contradict itself, not a vague proposal that leaves a lot of questions unanswered," Hardi said.
Hardi and former 'Thresher editor-in-chief and ad hoc commitee member Angelique Siy both said that incidents in the past year have brought to light the university's concern over legal issues.
Siy said, 'The administation is afraid. And I think they have a right to be. After all, it is their decision as to whether or not they are going to give the Thresher the same sort of protection year after year." Student opinions varied around campus. Most people did not even have an idea of what was happening, Sid freshman Phil Fung said he did not know tiitfhresher was undergoing possible changes." Sid Ireshman Eric Ijtpson said the university was acting incorrectly.
"Personally, it looks like the administration is refusing to back up its students. If the university will not back us, who can we expect h>? The approach they took is cowardly," he said.
The SA Senate will discuss the issue at its next meeting and the Thresher staff will continue to consider the committee's proposal Source; ABC News, Feb. 4 YeUsin urges diplomacy start continues to sink luch water is being 1 underground aquifers to meet the demand for drinking water of the city's 18 million residents.
The capital has been sinking for over 100 years and hit a peak rate of 19 inches per year at mid-century. Now, some suburbs continue to sink 18 to 24 inches per year. The greatest damage is underground, where the sewer lines, subway tunnels and potable water pipes are rupturing
The sinking has also affected Mexico-City's subway system, Line 2, which was horizontal when constructed in the 1960s but now resembles a roller coaster.
The city also has one of the leakiest water distribution systems in the world, which contributes to existing problems. One-third of every gallon of fresh water pumped into the system leaks back out.
The city has tried to alleviate the sinking by building huge pipelines that bring in water from distant rivers, but progress has been slow. The underground aquifers still provide water to 70 percent of Mexico City's metropolitan area.
City-appointed architect Jorge U'gorreta urged city residents to put buckets out to collect rain water, but people have ignored this request, "Changing attitudes about water is difficult," he said.
Source -2: 
Mir astronauts can't talk to one another
The last American crew member of the Russian space station Mir, Andy Thomas, is experiencing difficult times due to the language bar rier on board.
"I \vish my Russian was better because I'd like to have the spontaneity of communication with my crew," Thomas said.
Thomas speaks Russian well enough to carry out his work on Mir but is not fluent enough to carry on a conversation.
Many previous American astronauts, on Mir have expressed the same frustrations, Their main complaint is loneliness and the inability to joke casually with Russian crew members. "Not being able to have a joking or spontaneous interaction with people can affect your relationship," Thomas said.
But Thomas said there are no problems between the Russian crew members and himself.
"They are all very easy to get along with." he said.
The Americans have been on Mir to conduct experiments on how the body changes in weightless conditions.
Thomas, an Australian-bom engineer, is the seventh American to stay on Mir.
Source: USA Today, Jan. 29.
Economic troubles Asia have already caused people to lose their jobs, anc lions more expect to become unemployed in the coming months.
In Indonesia, these unemployed workers have become the government's greatest worry, since they could rise up and start violent protests and riots.
In the last two weeks, several small riots broke Out in eastern and central Java over increases in food prices. Workers have also staged small protests and strikes at factories over wages and working conditions.
Already. 4.4 million Indonesians are unemployed, and officials estimate that 2 million more will lose their jobs this year.
Every year, about 2 million people leave school and enter the work force.
The present crisis suggests that this trend will worsen the economic situation.
Much public animosity is directed toward Christians and the Chinese minority in Indonesia, who are seen as economically privileged. With its hands tied by its agreement with the International Monetary Fund and given the international scope of this economic disaster, the Indonesian government is unable to do anything, The Indonesian government plans to stop subsidies for beans, sugar and flour Sunday and removeprice supports from fuel and elec tricitv April 1.
Source: New York Times, Jan 29. The new B.S. degree will also be the first non-accredited professional degree offered by Rice. Accreditation is needed in/those fields that require licensing, such as engineering. Since computer science has no licensing requirements, the proposal states that the Computer Science Department wants an "accreditable professional degree, without actually seeking accreditation."
Although this will be a unique situation at Rice, many computer science departments at other uni versifies do not require accreditation for their professional degrees. "Computer science isa dynamic field and accreditation requirements |would] put constraints (in place) that [would] encumber the department." Vardi said.
Many students are pleased with the proposed changes. "I'm glad computer science students will have the opportunity to earn a professional degree, because it's something a lot of employers look for. This will help Rice graduates get jobs after college," Hanszen junior Nathan Phipps said. Computer science and computational and applied mathematics double major Dave Murgatroyd expressed similar sentiments. "1 am excited to see that Rice h;is the opportunity to join fine Computer Science Departments m offering a more complete and i i^or mis B S decree. The combination of breadth across the curriculum and depth in a specific area is an excellent approach," he said
Innova Electronics is a small but rapidly growing company located in Houston. We are searching for a limited number of BSEE and MEE graduates to fill entry level positions. one several scenes take place in the office of American Consul Sharpiess -a central figure since he is the only character who seems to understand Butterfly and Pinkerton's situation, though he is unable to prevent their problems.
The scenes that take place in Sharpiess' office accentuat e the contrast between two worlds: modern American {Mercantilism and old Japanese tradition.
Although she manages to sound appropriately girlish, soprano Susan Bullock, like most robust sopranos who sing Puccini heroines, lacks the physical delicacy that her character requires. Bullock's acting is only somewhat convincing, though her singing displays a wide dramatic range.
Butterfly is a bold woman who defies her world to marry Pinkerton, but Bullock's interpretation is all strength and no grace.
Vladimir Grishko (Pinkerton), baritone Christopher Robertson (Sharpiess) and mezzo-soprano Stephanie Novacek (Suzuki) sing with both distinct clarity and musical expression, making for. an impressive performance.
Bristol Howerton, who plays Butterfly's little son, was adorable and did an excellent job of lighting up the stage.
Under the guidance of conductor Vjekoslac Sutej, the Houston Grand Opera Orchestra also performed marvelously, helping to create an appropriate mood in every scene.
The combination of operat ic elements transformed the stage into a living environment of love, heroism, heartache and consequence. It is no wonder that designer Michael Yeargan chose to employ only minimal visual byckdrop to enhance the scenes -the music makes elaborate scenery unnecessary.
Madame Butterfly tugs at the heart and may even open the tear ducts. Anyone who has ever ex peri enced the beauty or betrayal of love will leave Madame Butterfly emotionally stirred.
Time for a fresh new outlook (or not?) for February
Capricorn (Dec. 22Jan. 19)
The world is crumbling around you, while you stand there content to live in your own little neurotic Capricorn-land. Now is the time to escape. Your best chance for romance is at Archi-Arts. The stars and your sour, cranky disposition both dictate that your best bet for a costume is to go as a bottle of vinegar. If you find someone dressed as a bottle of olive oil (even if they aren't extra virgin), you'll know that they are the one for you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Another Valentine's Day and nobody loves you. Boo-hoo. Don't despair, this is an excellent month to learn Celtic dance. One of the great things about Aquarius is the way you embrace a variety of cultures, and yogurt may just clear up that little problem .The stars say that the 12th is an especially good day to sculpt a bust of the object of your desire in chypped liver.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Yet another chill month for you Pisces. You have that special je nesais (fuoi, that wonderful joie de vivre, and that unusual grande saussjeon. Don't let your smooth moves distract you frrttn other pressing issues, like hygiene. Cupid will visit you on the 14th. but on the 16th you will discover that he is really just a U of H student pledging a frat. On the 18th, an Aries will complain that your socks smell like kirrichi.
Aries (March 21-April 20)
Aries, when will you ever learn? Most people stop trying to steal Junior Mints after the first time they get their hands stuck in the vending machine. For pete's sake, stay away from the snack machine on the 7th and 19th -you probably want to keep your arm, and the rest of us have no special hankering for bloody animal crackers. Speaking of animal crackers, avoid eating the goats on the 23rd -you don't know where they've been.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Being the greedy, materialistic shnook that you are, you stand a good chance of hot having a date this Valentine's Day. You can't buy love, Taurus, but you can buy groceries, February 14th is a great day for you to buy a large frozen turkey. Any Libra will tell you that Empire brand Kosher turkeys are t he best. And make sure you have a few sizable kielbasa in your cart to make the right impression on that potential special someone.
Gemini (May 21 -June 21)
Despite your ample charm and winning good looks, people consider you about as profound as a 30-pound sack of dryer lint Why fight it? You can use this sorry reputation to your own advantage by buying a nice box of Belgian Lindt chocolates for the person who grills your cheese. If you are too lazy to get on down to Rice Epicurean for the fancy chocolates, you can always 117 cleaning out the filters on the dryers in the laundry room. They will produce an unusullfly bountiful harvest on the 12th.
Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22)
While your mood swings are kept in check by added gravitational pull from Venus this month, the green planet's pull will cause an unforeseen side effect. You will suddenly begin to believe that your ass is unusually disproportionate with the rest of your body , and find yourself compelled to dance at every Wiess party when they play the "I Like Big Butts" song. This is OK and will subside in the next couple of weeks, given that you don't start referring to your posterior as your beloved rati de boeuf.
*
Leo (July 23 Aug. 22)
Resist the urge to buy your significant other a bar of Lever soap or some Farley's fruit snacks this Valentine's and instead invest your money Fn something more tasteful. Say, a matching set of Gumby and Pokey salt and pepper shakers or a personalized gag liscense plate referring to you as a "love machine." And if you haven't found your special someone yet, there is a good chance you vflll end up meeting him or her after fighting over the last packet of sweet and sour sauce in the cafeteria.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
February is a month for,love and romance; you should let go of your usual practicality and realism. Not to mention that you should stop talking with that ridiculous nasal intonation. You may think it makes you sound like Bob Dylan, but the rest of us just keep wanting to hand you a box of ultra-thick Kleenex. Embrace your spontaneity by putting away your day planner on the 15th and dolftg*a self portrait of yourself in a loosly-tied most revealing bathrobe.
Libra (Sept. 23 Oct, 23)
Though your sign is a set of scales, January may have left you feeling a little unbalanced and wobbly, sort of like Jell-O. This month, however, you will be more like Jell-0 with pears-not completely self-assured, but somewhat more stabilized, not to mention more chewy. Your added texture will most likely come from a conversation with someone you admire very much, like Rick Moranis.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Though your moody condition has driven away most of your love interests this month, you will console yourself by having a big dancing bear deliver you flowers during the middle of Art and the Mind (if you are an S/E, substitute Differential Equations), signed by an anonymous admirer. On the 18th, you would be best advised to avoid Fondren, lest you somehow manage to lock yourself into a study room,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
We told you last month to stop talking. Our advice is the same this month With Saturn falling in your love quadranUthis month, you will meet someone much like this planet -fascinating and beautiful, but surrounded by noxious gases. After you have been disenchanted by them, you will be struck by a sudden urge to buy a lot of dryer sheets.
The
-r chance at the division title and an NCAA tournament berth last week by beating three division rivals. The Owls bewail the week ranked third in their division, with games against the second and fourth placed teams.
Thursday the Owls defeated fourth-place Texas Christian University, 84-60. The game started slowly, going back and forth for over five minutes. Finally, when TCU increased its lead to four points, junior Charonda Wilson led the Owls by applying a pressure defense that overwhelmed TCU, as she has often done throughout the year. This game, however, Wilson added something extra -a hot shooting hand She put in several baskets on the Owls' main run, a 20-10 spurt, and scored a total of 13 in the first half. By halftone, Rice had run up the score to 43-30.
TCU tried to get back in the game by playing a 2-3 zone in the second half, but the ()wl's shooters were too much for the Horned Frogs. Sophomores Jenny Cafferty and Sara Ludwig came in and knocked the Horned Frogs out of their zone, hitting three of six from the three-point arc. From that point on the Owls commanded the game.
Saturday brought second-place Southern Methodist University to Autry Court. Seniors step up for big games, arid for this big game GinaCafagna put in 17 points en route to a 77-f>3 win. Once again, the visitors led at the beginning of the ganie, and once again the ()wls came firing back.
The Owls took advantage of the foul line (o take charge of this game. They made an incredible 23 of 24 from the line -a season high. Big on the defensive end of the ^ourt were sophomore Kirra Jordan and junior Angelica Smith, who had nine and seven rebounds, respectively.
Despite the two big wins, tire Owls remain
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Junior guard Charonda Wilson dribbles past two Tulsa defenders. The Owls won the contest with the Golden Hurricanes 68-55.
third in the Pacific Division, chasing the University of Hawaii and SMI'. Rice ((>-3) is now only a game behind SMU (7-2) but will be hard-pressed to catch Hawaii (8-0). 'Hie Owls had a chance at revenge this week. Wendseday night they defeated the University of Tulsa, 68-55, who handed them .xbitter double' overtime loss. 84-78, earlier in the year. Foul trouble cost the Owls in the last 9 meeting at Tulsa; however, this time the game was at Autry Court .where the I .ady ()wls have won 13 straight.
Tomorrow's game is against Mountain Division leader University of Utah. Despite dropping two games last week, Utah shonld be a worthy opponent. The Owls will travel to Utah for the game. The two team teams also play at Autry Court Feb. 26 for the last game of
With Hawaii running awa> with tin-WAC crown and SMI' playing good basketball as well, the Owls need a solid finish to the season. Despite their tough schedule, the Owls need to prove they deserve a good seed in the conference tournament, and this past week might have been a kick start to the < )w|s making a run.
"if by George Dethlefsen niHFSlllKSiAl' l
With a little more than a third of the season left to play, the men's basketball team is teetering on the brink of despair. Last week's trip to Dallas/Fort Worth provided the ()wls with a chance to bail their sinking'ship and get back into contention fo»a spot in the Western Athletic Conference postseason tournament. Instead, the team put forth its worst two-game effort of the season and was handed lopsided losses. Saturday*s game versus Southern Methodist University pitted two schools with identical 2-4 conference records. Unfortunately for Rice, the similarities ended as SMU rolled over the Owls, 91-67: Rice's porous defense enabled the Mustangs to .race out to a 53-29 halftime advantage. SMU shot 58 percent from the field in the first half, compared to 38 percent for the Owls.
Hie Mustangs held in check tinRice backcourt of senior Bobby Crawford and junior Robert Johnson, as the two scored just 11 and 12 points, respectively, well below their output in Rice's previous two games.
in The game was tight early on. as TCU clung to a two-point lead with six minutes to play in the first half. A defensive adjustment by coach Billy Tubbs provided the impetus for an unanswered seven-point TCU run and a 12-point halftime lead.
"We came out and dictated the tempo of the game," Michaelis said. 'Then they threw that defense at us, and we just didn't adjust."
Adjust they did not, as the Horned Frogs extended their halftime lead to 60-36 in the first five minutes of the second half, behind the scoring of center Lee Naiion and guard Mike Jones, Kelley Sanni led the Owls with 18 points while Michaelis contributed 13 off the bench. Crawford and Johnson both struggled from the perimeter, as Crawford shot three for 13 from the field and Johnson failed,to make a single basket.
Wnlson partially attributed the team's poor shooting toTCU's style of play. "We got some open looks against TCU, and we just didn't make fhem. We just rushed through things. We have guys who are good shooters, but they can't play rushed; quickly, but not rushed," he said.
TCU coach Billy Tubbs complemented the Owls after the game. "You have to give Rice some credit 1 for slowing the TCU offense]. They do a pretty good job of controlling the tempo. Fven though you are ahead, you feel you are behind because you are trying to get them to speed up the game," he said.
With eight games to play, the Owls currently stand at 5-15 overall and 2-5 in conference play. The top six teams in each division advance to the WAC postseason tournament. As of today, the Owls are ranked seventh, just ahead of winless San Jose State University,
The Owls hoped to break their five-game losing streak last night at the University of Tulsa, in a key conference game. Tomorrow's home game will feature the No. 5 ranked University of Utah. The Utah game is a crossover that will not count towai"dft the WA€ standings.
prepares for WAC opener
by Jose Luis Culm a IIIHI silM< I nniipl.M MAI ! As far as season openers go. the Owls' first game of the 1998 season may not go down in history as one of the more memorable season starts. But it was a win, and, given some of the circumstances that the Owls faced, it was an important one.
Rice opened its much-ant icipated I998campaign with a hardfought 2-1 victory at Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos Monday.
Junior shortstop Damon Thames, one of Three transfers in the starting lineup, got his Rice career off to a great start by driv .ing in both runs and going 2-3 to lead the Owls to the win oVer the Bobcats.
Thames' single to left field scored junior third baseman Kevin Hodge in .the fourth inning, and his line drive to center field brought junior first baseman Jacob Baker across wit h the winning run in the eighth.
Head Coach Wayne Graham said it was exactly what the Owls needed.
"We expected him to be good, and he definitely was," Graham said. "He played a good game in the field and he hit some tough pitches."
The Owls, playing without junior All-America center fielder Bubba Crosby who was out with a pulled hamstring, found it hard to score runs.
Bobcat ace Jeremy Fikac held Rice to only seven hits and two runs over eight innings. But, as expected;'the Owls' pitching staff was equally tough.
After SWT took a 10 lead off starter junior Stephen Bess with a first inning infield groundout, the Owls completely shut down the Bobcats.
Bess and sophomores Mario Ramos and Jeff Nichols combined to hold the Bobcats to six luls and no runs the rest of the way. Ramos picked up the victory (! 0), and Nichols got the save "It says a lot about our stall that our pitchers weren't at their best, and they still held them, ' Graham said. "We went with all of our best pitchers, and they would give any team a problem."
Senior second baseman Jason Richards led the ()wls with three hits, all singles, and Hodge and Baker each reached base twice
The key play of the game, though, probably came on defense.
With runnersi*n first and fhird and only one out in the filth in ning. Ramos got a ground ball to the left side that Hodge quickly turned into an inning-ending 5-4 3 double play.
The Bobcats did not threaten again.
That was definitely the key play of the game," Graham said. "It was probably a game saver "
The Owls now turn their at tention to the defense of their Western Athletic Conference, championship.
The University of New Mexico Lobos. an unpredictable team that upset No. 8-ranked Texas lech University this week, will be at Cameron Field for a weekend series starting today at 2 p.m.
Graham is weary of the I obos but thinks the Owls ran still pull out some wins "They hit the ball well, tin y play good defense, hut their pitt li ing depth is questionable." Graham said.
Graham The Rice scrum also held out well against Tech, although there was only one veteran in the pocket among eight rookies and backs. The scrum won every single ball they put in, even 
Fencing competes in Poujardieu tourney
The fencing team joined a large field last weekend at the Poujardieu Tournament in Austin .Senior Ryan McMullan competed in foil, sabre and epee. while senior Andrew Eisenberg competed it) the men's epee. Alum Tim Miller 096) competed in all three events, and placed third in the men's sabre and men's epee. In addition to Teague's pool record, several other pool records were set by SMU women.
'The competition [at
Texas A&M] will be tough, hut if we swim well, we will do just fine.'
-junior David Henry
The 200-yard medley relay and the 200-yard freestyle relay teams set pool records with times of 1:45.42 and 1:35.27 , respectively. SMU junior N'aoko Imoto also set a pool record in the 500-yard free with a time of 4:51.75,
The men lost to SMU 133-92, which was still better than expected. The highlight of the meet for the men came when freshman Patrick Quale broke the pool record by finishing first in the grueling 1600-yard freestyle with a time of 16:09.16.
Junior David Stigant put in a strong performance to defeat team mate senior Christian Selchau Hansen in the 100-yard back. Freshman Francisco Padua contributed another top finish for Rice, in the 400-yard 1M. Sophomore Adrian Wong and senior Jim Bridenstine came in second in the 100-yard freestyle and 1.00-yard fly, respectively.
In the 500-yard freestyle, junior David Henry came in behind SMU freshman Bart Wickard. who broke the pool record.
The Owls were pleased with the SMU meet and look forward to swimming against nemesis Texas A&M University tomorrow in College Sta tion. This will be the Owls' last diwl meet before the WAC Championships.
"The competition will be tough, but if we swim well, we will do just fine," junior David Henry said. Last year the men fell to the Aggies while the women emerged victorious. In doubles play, Ustundag teamed up with senior Shane Stone to beat Jooste and David Hodge 8-4, bringing the Rice duo's doubles record to a perfect 3-0 for the season.
523-7770
The Owls had an opportunity to close the gap in singles at the No, 5 spot, but junior Sasha Silver fell to Mark Williams in three set s, 7-6,6-7, 6-3. The loss to Baylor dropped the Owls to 2-1 on the year.
Also Saturday, the Rice women came out swinging against Stephen F. Austin, winning their 1:998 dualmatch debut 9-0.
Rice sophomore Bile Lewis, playing in the No. 1 singles spot, defeated the Lady Jacks' Sarah Osborne 6-2, 7-6 and set the tone for the ()wis' straight-set romp in singles action.
In Ix>pez praised the newcomers. 'This is the best freshmen class ever," he said. "They are a great group of hard workers."
Freshman Jessica Sommerfield helped the women capture fourth place, as she took first place in the shot put with a throw of 45 feet, 8 1/2 inches. Junior Shacjuandra Roberson took first place in the women's 800-meter run with a time of 2 minutes, compete at the National Indoor Championships, so she was elated about her performance. 'The [qualifying! times for nationals are only seconds away in both events I competed in," she said.
Junior Heather Howard also contributed to the women's success, earning second place in the 3,000 in a time of 10:27.85. Sophomore Margaret Fox placed sixth in the 60-meter dash with a time of 7.57, while sophomore Kim Small wood finished the 60-meter hurdles in 8.52, placing fifth.
Among Rice ( In the wake of the Hoj.nv.pod decision, which disallows affirmative action in admissions and minority scholarships for state and federally funded colleges in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi, Rice University has been faced with new, complex challenges on top of the old. The inability to award minority scholarships has severely handicapped Rice in recruiting outstanding, underrepres&nted minority students because many of the schools that overlap Rice in competitiveness remain unaffected by Hopwood.
While the number of underrepresented minority students accepted into Rice has remained somewhat constant, the number of those students accepting an admission offer from Rice has declined. This is where we need your help. The Office of Admission would like to initiate contact with teachers and guidance counselors from high schools with a'large pool of potential minority applicants. If you have connections in such an area and can recommend anyone, we would love to hear from you.
Please fill out the form below and campus mail it to the Office of Admission MS-17. • -a a''; 7 . 'Va'"---.a'
The Rice Envoronmental Club hosts a
TXj from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Ray
Courtyard outside the Student Center. • by CAMPUS MAIL to Amy Krivohlavek, Calendar Editor, Rice Thresher, MS 524.
• py FAX to Amy Krivohlavek, Calendar Editor, (713) 285-5238.
• py E-MAIL to thresher@rice.edu. 
